The best toy designers in the world!

Though we design all the bricks and elements, it takes the imagination of a child to make a truly outstanding toy.

A toy like no other in the world, a toy that can easily be built into a completely different one by spending just a little time.

The DUPLO® Bricks can be built together with the LEGO® SYSTEM sets - which can then work with the LEGO® TECHNIC sets.

That’s why LEGO toys have an almost unlimited life and offer so much more value.

Building fun
Lots of colourful bricks and pieces with many sounds and functions to explore. All ranges stimulate the child’s development and make it all at the same time. SEE PAGES 4-15

LEGO toys can be washed by hand using warm water - max. 40°C (104°F) and washing-up liquid. Storage temperature max. 40°C (104°F). Electrical parts are not washable.

0-6 years run both to build and to learn - all at the same time.
LEGO SYSTEM
3-16 years
It's a new toy every day.
The essence of free and creative building. Many themes to choose from: Basic, Pirates, Castle, Paradise, Town, Trains, Ships, Space and Model Team. The electric system in Basic, Town and Train adds fun and play value. SEE PAGES 16-39

LEGO Technic
7-16 years
The dynamics of mechanics
This is where experienced LEGO builders seek new challenges. Lots of realistic functions with gears, pistons, electric motors, pneumatics, compressors and an electric system. Even a programmable Control Centre is waiting to challenge you. SEE PAGES 40-47
From 4-18 month. Baby

Toys that speak your child’s language!

Each DUPLO toy appeals to the child’s natural curiosity, several even “talk back” with funny sounds when activated. All parts, from baby rattles to play sets, are fun and safe to play with and when combined build exciting new toys.

2020 Desmond Duck Rattle-Teether with rolling eyes and a spinning ball. From 4 months.

2073 DUPLO Baby Gift Pack. A great gift with four different toys for baby’s first years. From 4 months.

2072 DUPLO Touch & Learn Cot Toy. Build a tower with the removable blocks on the reverse of this toy. From 4 months.

2040 DUPLO Rock-n-Roller. A 3 part push along that rattles and rolls. From 7 months.

2070 DUPLO Ring-me Rabbit Telephone. Push button telephone with amusing sounds and functions. From 9 months.

2066 DUPLO Bath-Tub Buddies. The octopus and fish roll on the floor and float in the bath. From 9 months.
Buckets of bricks, hours of fun!

With plenty of colourful bricks and elements in all sets and buckets, your child can build toys nobody has ever seen before. Build a house, change it into a mouse... or maybe a cat with a tall hat!
From 1½-5 years
Building Sets

2313 DUPLO Building Set with assorted DUPLO bricks.

2314 DUPLO Large Building Set with a wide variety of bricks and shapes.

2350 DUPLO Playbook - Tom's Adventure.

2318 DUPLO Pull Back Motor.

1579 Animal Fun

2392 DUPLO Farmyard with the Pull Back Motor.

1482 DUPLO Panda and Friends.

1614 DUPLO "Build a Farm" with special packaging which converts into a farm house

2331 Barney, The Skateboard Bear.

2341 Peter's Holiday Building Set.

2342 DUPLO Farmyard with the Pull Back Motor.

1908 DUPLO Fun Bucket

2306 DUPLO Large Building Plate (38 x 38 cm).

2303 DUPLO Red and Green Building Plates (9.5 x 19 cm each).

2304 DUPLO Large Green Building Plate (38 x 38 cm).
Welcome to the world of the grown-ups!

All the exciting things from the world of the grown-ups come alive with these DUPLO sets. The different items are fun to collect and can be used together to provide greater roleplay possibilities.

**Vehicles**

- **2617 DUPLO Tow Truck.**
- **2609 DUPLO Racer.**
- **2612 DUPLO Motorbike and Rider.**
- **2671 DUPLO Grand Prix Racing Team complete with trophy!**
From 2-5 years

Play Sets

Zoo

2669 DUPLO Zoo Park. Build your own Zoo with platforms, base plates, animals, figures and a truck.

2664 DUPLO Tiger Enclosure. The Panda cautiously watches the Tiger family feeding.

2662 DUPLO Zoo Feeding Time. The Sea Lion and Crocodile wait for the keeper to bring their fish.

2666 DUPLO Zoo Playground with Polar Bears and Giraffes.

2660 DUPLO Zoo Nursery.

2668 DUPLO Zoo Animal Antics. A selection of animals playing on slides and platforms.

2661 DUPLO Zoo Truck. Mobile cage for Baby Tiger and food.

Farm

2655 DUPLO Play Farm with animals, tractor, trailer and working conveyor.

2647 DUPLO Farm Animals.

2629 DUPLO Tractor, Trailer and Roller.

Ships

2643 DUPLO Fishing Boat with dinghy. Both float on water.
Circus

2651 DUPLO Circus Artists and Elephant. The rotating wheel can be used as a podium, too.

2659 DUPLO Cannon Ball Clowns. Fire the cannon and the clown flies out (gently)!

Airport

2677 DUPLO Fire Helicopter can fight any fire with its roll-out fire hose.

2678 DUPLO Jumbo Jet “Get ready for take-off,” says the pilot to the stewardess.

2676 Bertie the Little Red Plane with radar mast

2679 DUPLO Airport where the Air Traffic Controller is always kept busy.

Fire

2637 DUPLO Fire Engine with firehose and extending ladder.

2658 DUPLO Fire Station with a slide, two well equipped fire engines, motorbike, firemen and a dog!

Police

2675 DUPLO Police Helicopter with rotating blades

2654 DUPLO Police Emergency Unit with car and control desk.

2672 Police Station.

New products available in January
From 2-6 years

Play Trains

The DUPLO® Play Train goes electric!

The new electric DUPLO® Play Train can run on the track and also directly on the floor. It will fulfil your child’s wildest expectations. He can make it run and stop, go backwards and change tracks. And to add to the fun, each of the four functions will respond with its own unique sound. Unlike ordinary toy-trains this one is built by your child and both waggons and locomotive can easily be redesigned.

NEW

2730
My First
Electric Play Train Set
Includes many sounds and functions which are under the child’s control.
From 3-6 years.
**NEW PLAY TRAIN**

**My first Electric Play Train** will run for about 8 hours on 3 x 1.5 volt batteries. Four different sounds indicate the functions start, stop, reverse and automatic power cut out. (The cut out facility comes into effect when the train has not been activated for two minutes).

The train can be controlled in three different ways: a start/stop button placed on top of the train, a pole reverser which changes the train's direction and by means of a start/stop rail.

The new rails are fully compatible with the former Play Train range. However the points and the bridge from the previous range are not compatible with the new electric Play Train.

**NEW**
- **2732 DUPLO Push-Along Play Train Set.** The DUPLO Express safely transports passengers and goods to the station.
- **2740 DUPLO Level Crossing.** Barrier gates can be raised and lowered with manually operated switches.
- **2736 DUPLO Points (TWO)**
- **2734 DUPLO Straight Track (SIX)**
- **2735 DUPLO Curved Track (SIX)**
- **2737 DUPLO Diamond Crossing and Track Pack (EIGHT)**
- **2733 DUPLO Push-Along Play Train.** The sides of the trailer can be lowered to let the elephant on board.
From 2-6 years

**Playhouse**

“Wall to wall” play value!
This versatile Playhouse can either be purchased as a furnished unit (2780) - or as 5 separate sets (2775, 2776, 2777, 2778 and 2779). The handmade soft bedding will make anybody feel at home!

- **2779** DUPLO Playhouse (Unfurnished) including walls and stickers for decoration.
- **2776** DUPLO Bedroom with beds, quilts, bookshelf and furniture.
- **2777** DUPLO Living Room with TV and open fireplace.
- **2775** DUPLO Bathroom with wash basin, bath, shower and toilet.
- **2778** DUPLO Kitchen complete with fridge, cooker and sink.
- **2780** DUPLO Complete Playhouse with furniture from the individual Playhouse sets, stickers and family.
2656 DUPLO Village Post Office with the postman and his family.

2615 DUPLO Nursery with cot, playpen and bottle.

2614 DUPLO Mother and Baby with Pram.

2772 DUPLO World People.

2771 DUPLO Family. Seven members of the DUPLO family including the baby with a quilt.

2773 DUPLO Barbecue with garden furniture and parasol.
From 3-6 years

TOOLO

1. The sturdy screws can’t fall out of the Toolo elements.
2. Loosen the screw turning the screwdriver to the left (unlocking the elements).
3. Connect the elements and tighten the screw turning the screwdriver to the right until it “clicks” (locking the elements).

New products available in March.

Toys with a new twist!

The special screwdriver with its click function will let your child copy the handiwork of any DIY enthusiast. The screws are permanently attached to the building elements and can’t come loose. It’s the greatest invention since the DUPLO brick!
2940 DUPLO Toolo Fire Truck
with a fire hose and a fire pump with hook.

2910 DUPLO Toolo Dumper Truck
with "real" rubber tyres.

2920 DUPLO Toolo Digger
The bucket and arm can be rotated for unloading into the truck.

2930 DUPLO Toolo Mobile Crane.
The crane moves up and down and rotates on the turntable.
More bricks, more possibilities!

Lots of bricks and elements in handypacks, Super-Scooper and the big Buckets. Providing lots of play possibilities - and remember all LEGO SYSTEM sets are fully compatible.

NEW PRODUCTS AVAILABLE IN MAY.
Imagine a toy - then build it!

Highflying ideas easily become real with the many LEGO SYSTEM Basic sets. Gradually the sets get more and more advanced. A building guide for several models is included in all sets to give even more ideas.

LEGO SYSTEM

515 BASIC Sampler Set.
525 BASIC Handypack, standard.
535 BASIC Handypack, large.
545 BASIC Standard Playcase. Lots of bricks and elements in 2 segment storage case with building plates as lids.
565 BASIC Large Playcase. Lots of bricks and elements in 3 segment storage case with building plates as lids.
Supplementaries

800 • 801 • 802 • 803 • 804 • 805 • 808 • 809 • 811 • 812
Extra bricks in assorted colours.
Roofing bricks with steep or shallow pitch. From 5 years.

846
Lighting Set. To be used with a 9V Battery Box. From 5 years.

260
48-page LEGO Building Ideas Book to inspire free, creative building. From 5 years.

845
9V Battery Motor.
With battery box and wheels. Batteries not included. From 5 years.

821
Element Separator. From 3 years.

815
Grey Baseplate. 38 x 38 cm. From 3 years.

813
Green Baseplate. 25 x 25 cm. From 3 years.

814
3 Baseplates - green, yellow, red. 6 x 12 cm each. From 3 years.

819
Sea Plate. Large Blue Building Plate 25 x 25 cm. From 3 years.

818
Pull-back motor. From 3 years.

The sound says it all!
The Electric System makes your models even more alive. Just turn on the twin-tone siren and the flashing lights in interchangeable colours. These are both driven by a hidden 9 volt battery.
Will Cap'n Roger finally surrender?

His new ship “The Black Skull” is anchored only 200 metres from the action. Will his men be able to win the fight against the Governor’s soldiers?

- **6286 The Black Skull**: Three masted Pirate ship. Captain Roger and his eight man crew battle with cannons and muskets. With working compass, anchor and crane. Does not float.
- **6261 Ironhook’s Escape Craft**: With Captain Ironhook and 2 of his Pirates. Treasure Chest and Shark included.
- **6268 Sea Vulture**: The single masted Pirate ship with a real compass. Does not float.
- **6237 Treasure Hunt**: Who will find the treasure?
- **6234 Pirate Castaway**:
- **6273 Port Jamaica**: with 2 soldiers and 5 pirates. Has a prison and concealed dungeon to hide the treasure chest. On the quay there is a crane and working cannon.
- **6258 Pirates’ Palm Hide-out**: With rowing boat. Shark and treasure chest.
- **6252 Pirates, Soldiers and Treasure plus parrot and monkey**.

New products available in March.
**Soldiers**

6277 **Port Royal.** Home of the Woodhouse Soldiers. Includes cranes, cannons, prison, ship and a treasure chest.

6271 **HMS Sea Lion.** With real compass, cannons and a rudder which can be steered from the bridge. Does not float.

6259 **Governor Broadside's Prison** including 2 soldiers and a captured pirate.

6267 **Soldier's Tavern** with 3 soldiers and 2 pirates. The soldiers relax at the tavern but the firing cannon will protect them from the pirates.

6247 **Admiral's Launch.** With treasure chest.

6266 **The Black Reef Bastion.** With cannon to protect the Bastion.

6276 **Governor's Fort Sabre.**
It takes a wizard to master the Dragon!

Though quite friendly, the Dragon is also known for its fierce temper - especially when the Black Knights try to steal the treasure!
6009 Black Knight.
6034 Haunted Tower with luminous ghost.
6057 Black Knights’ Ship. Includes 5 knights.
6059 Town Gate with catapult and prison.

6086 Black Knights’ Castle.
With prisoner cell, ghost tower and secret exit.
Drawbridge can be raised and lowered.
Build your best holiday ever!

Surfing in the lagoon, riding on horseback, enjoying an ice cream or just admiring the sunset - this tropical paradise sets the scene for an unforgettable time in your life!

PARADISA

From 5-12 years

6419
Paradisa Palm Ranch. With 3 stables, 3 horses, paddock and a horse transporter.

6405
Paradisa Pony Paddock. With horse transporter.

6416
Paradisa Palm Villa. With swimming pool, kitchen, panorama room and sports car.

6411
Club Paradisa. With ice-cream stand, windsurfer and lifeguard.

NEW

6409
Paradisa Fun Park with ice cream.

6401
Paradisa Beach. With windsurfer.
6403 Paradisa Beach Playground
with see-saw.
“Police headquarters to all units:
Catch the bank robber!”

This town is no place for a bank robber - the new International Police Headquarters has all the latest equipment you can dream of! Full radar equipment, helicopter and heliport and even a prison cell. Some of the sets have the Electric System with twin-tone sirens and/or flashing lights.

WANTED

400.000.000

LEGO SYSTEM
6593 Fire Engine and Tender with movable ladder.

6389 Emergency Fire and Rescue Station with heliplatform. Fire tender contains hose drum and oxygen cylinders.

6511 Fire Scout.

6531 Fire Hawk. Helicopter with foam extinguisher.
Leisure

6552 
Coyote Canyon. Fully featured mountain camp with vehicle trailing rubber dingy with outboard motor.

6351 
Surf Island Camper. With boat and windsurfer.

6345 
"The Fearless Eagles" Air Show. 
One side of the caravan can open transforming it into a ticket office.

6595 
California Windsurf Centre. 
The fun spot on the beach!

6534 
Surfer's Beach Buggy. 
With surfboard.

6679 
Black Thunder. 
Speedboat, which includes 2 smugglers with life jackets.

Harbour

6540 
Harbour Patrol with two speedboats, patrol car and motorcycle.

6542 
Europort Container Base 
with pilot boat, container boat, crane, toll gate, fork-lift and container truck.

6541 
Atlantic Terminal with turnable spider crane. 
Includes fisherman, cargo vessel and container truck.

6353 
Europort Coastguard Patrol with speedboat.
6396 **Holiday Airport.** Arrival/departure hall with control tower and service facilities for the passengers. Plane and helicopter can be opened.

6346 **“Mercury II” Shuttle Escort.** The Space Shuttle can be opened to reveal the satellite inside.

6342 **Air Sea Rescue.** Jet propelled rescue helicopter with landing gear and rescue hatch. With catamaran yacht.

6536 **Island Hopper** with rear engine and double tail rotor.

6375 **Cargo Plane** with tailgate and cargo doors. Working Fork-lift.

6440 **Airport Fire Squad** with flashing light and siren.

*New products available in January*
**Vehicles**

- **6532** 6-Wheel Dumper.
- **6594** Octan Petrol Tanker.
- **6570** Wrecker. With crane, roadsigns and tools.
- **6397** Octan Service. Car wash with rotating brushes. Includes pick-up truck and car.
- **6686** Envirotruck. Container slides off and on when turning the winch.
- **6662** Digger. With many realistic functions.
- **6512** Mini Digger.

**Octan**

- **6594** Octan Petrol Tanker. With retractable hose.
Racing

6539 Ridgeway Races. Preparing for a great race. The fork-lift truck is ready with extra wheels and tools.


6509 Red Devil Racer.

6646 Texas Tornado with big rear wheels and exhaust pipes.

6513 Swamp Boat Air Jet with rear propeller.

6648 Octan Rally. With suspension.

6663 Power Boat Racer. ATV with speed-boat and trailer.

6669 Hot Rod Racer with big wheels and exhaust pipes.

6526 Dragster with adjustable spoiler and driver.

Supplementaries

6310 2 Road Plates - T junction.

6311 2 Road Plates - Curved.

6312 2 Road Plates - Straight.

6313 2 Road Plates - Crossroads.

6314 Town Folk.

6315 Road signs.

6318 Countryside Collection.
TRAINS

From 6-12 years
Build the play-train - then build up the speed!

The LEGO SYSTEM Railway can be built in many different ways. Thanks to the 9 volt Speed Regulator the trains travel incredibly fast in either direction. Don't miss them!

The conducting rails connect firmly. The electric current is conducted through the trains' metal wheels. Simple and reliable.

Electric System with electric motors, conducting rails, flashing lights etc. make several sets even more exciting and realistic.

NEW

4549 Container Double Stack. Four wheel container crane with telescopic jib to unload the containers.

4551 Austrian Federal Railways with motor.

4563 Euro Freight Line includes motor, transformer, speed regulator, rails, fork-lift truck, tractor, motor cycle and 3 figures.

4543 Transport Wagon with excavator and tipper.

4537 Octan Rail Tanker. Magnetic coupling and petrol hoses transport the Octan Petrol.

4546 Rail and Road Combi-Vehicle with magnet attachment for connection to the train.

New products available in May.
4558 Euro Express with luggage room, buffet and compartments with seats and beds. Lights illuminate whilst driving. Includes motor, oval of rails, platform and 11 figures. To be used with 4548 Transformer and Speed Regulator.

4539 Strand Junction. Includes level crossing with keeper and manually operated bars.

4547 Euro Express Tourist Car with magnetic coupling. A double decker train with removable upper deck. Lower deck has sleeping facilities.

4554 Central Station with waiting room, payphone, coffee bar and ticket office. Includes luggage van and 8 figures.

New products available in May.
SHIPS

From 6-12 years

Oceans of fun - even without water!

The LEGO SYSTEM ships can sail on water as well as on dry land.

- 4531 Manual Points with Track
- 4515 Straight rails (EIGHT)
- 4520 Curved rails (EIGHT)
- 4021 Police Patrol
  Boat with diving equipment. Floats on water.
- 4011 Shark Hunter
  Fishing boat which floats on water.
- 4031 Firefighter with helicopter
  Fire pumps are on lifts that can be hoisted, lowered and turned. Floats on water.
**SPACE**

From 5-12 years

The day the Blacktrons got cold feet!

A major satellite launch from Ice Planet was recently sabotaged and the Blacktron Commander was captured by the Space Police. If you want to see what happened to him, turn the page!

**SPACE POLICE**

The Space Police operate the fastest and most advanced space ships of all. They certainly need an edge to catch the many Blacktron spies which are a constant threat to the other inhabitants and their electronic equipment.

**BLACKTRON**

The outlaws of the universe! With their High-Tech equipment they constantly try to steal the latest computers, satellites and rockets - only to sell them to the highest bidders!

**ICE PLANET**

Located right in the centre of the Universe so their advanced rockets with satellites can reach any remote galaxy. Only special equipment makes it possible to survive the freezing cold climate.

**LEGO SYSTEM**

6984 Space Police Commander. With prisoner cells can be divided into three sections. The back can be opened to reveal the vehicle inside.

6957 Space Police Galactic Enforcer. With prisoner cell, double cockpit with a plane on the trailer.

6897 Space Police Prisoner Patrol. Can be folded to a smaller spaceship when the prisoner cell is detached.

6852 Space Police Com-Sat 4. With communication satellite and unfoldable green dish aerials.

6813 Space Police - Captain Magenta. With hand held microphone.

6704 The United Galaxies.
6981 Blacktron Intruder Force. Open the middle section and two mini vehicles drive down the ramp.

6933 Blacktron Radar Patrol with 4-wheel suspension. Radar cockpit and upper part can be used as a separate model.

6887 Blacktron Octopod. The cockpit can be disconnected from the model and combined with other vehicles.

6832 Blacktron Star Rider with navigation computer.
ICE PLANET 2002

NEW

6973 Ice Cruiser Zycan IV. With two cockpit modules. The middle section has a tiltable satellite rocket launcher and the rear cargo hold hides a small transport vehicle.

NEW

6898 Ice Planet VX162. A magnetically operated satellite launcher with aerial, control room and power saw.

NEW

6879 Ice Planet VX122. With detachable satellite transmitter.

NEW

6834 Ice Planet - Commander Bear. Ski mobile with aerial dish and ice-saw.

6814 Ice Planet Krysto Ranger with ice-saw.

LEGOSYSTEM
Ice Station Krysto.
On this icy base you'll find magnets, cranes, satellite launchers and a multitude of additional accessories.
Model Team

From 9-16 years

Big is beautiful!

These big models are the most realistic ever built from LEGO SYSTEM bricks. The details are as stunning as ever and the sheer size of the models makes them a collector’s item!

- **5581 Magic Flash.** Fully featured customised van pulling a twin wheeled trailer. The single-engined speedboat has an accessible engine and tiltable propeller.

- **5521 Sea Jet.** Twin engine power boat with working rudders, propellers and tilting engines.

- **5550 Rally Champ.** Custom Rally Vehicle with spare wheel. Also builds a second rally vehicle.

- **5590 Helicopter Super Transporter.** The trailer, the truck and the helicopter can be separated and rebuilt into a dramatic fire truck.

From 7-10 years

For New Builders

Great functions on a small scale!

Even the smallest LEGO® TECHNIC models are packed with lifelike details. A building guide for alternative models is included in each set – material to stimulate the imagination!

- **8891** A 100 pages of building ideas for LEGO TECHNIC sets.

- **8720** LEGO TECHNIC 9V Motor Set. With motor, battery box and building elements. Can be built into many TECHNIC models.

- **8714** LEGO TECHNIC Tunnels.

New products available in August.
8034 LEGO TECHNIC Multi Model Starter Set from 8 years with plenty of basic TECHNIC elements and building instructions for 4 exciting models.

8022 Multi Model Starter Set. With building instructions for an aeroplane, racing car, tow truck and a monster. From 7 years.

8826 LEGO TECHNIC Quad A.T.V. with selfstabilising rear wheels. From 7 years.

8828 LEGO TECHNIC Mechanical Digger. The shovel can be raised, lowered and tipped. From 8 years.

8815 LEGO TECHNIC Dakar Sport with piston motor construction. From 7 years.

8826 LEGO TECHNIC Quad A.T.V. with selfstabilising rear wheels. From 7 years.

8810 LEGO TECHNIC Alpha Race with shock absorbers. From 7 years.

8830 LEGO TECHNIC Moon Buggy. With front and rear wheel steering. From 8 years.

8818 Beach Buggy. This attractive model converts to a Dragster which can be motorised with set 8720. From 8 years.

8824 Everglades Explorer features front steering and propellers which rotate when the wheels turn. From 8 years.

New products available in May. (8818 in January).
Hidden potential with new mini-motors!

The new electric mini-motors are only the size of a 4-stud brick. They are connected by a cable to the 9 volt control panel and can also interact with a larger motor, so you can control 2 functions simultaneously (e.g. forward/backward and right/left).

8082 Multi Model Control Set. All four models can be motorised with the two motors, to give a greater variety of functions and movement. From 10 years.

8857 LEGO TECHNIC Trike
Features suspension, front steering and a four cylinder piston engine with chain drive. From 10 years.

8042 LEGO TECHNIC Multi Model Pneumatic Set. Includes instructions for four different vehicles which all feature pneumatics and front axle steering. From 9 years.

8838 LEGO TECHNIC Moto Cross Bike
with chain, shock absorbers and piston motor construction. From 9 years.

8840 LEGO TECHNIC Safari Racer
with rear wheel suspension.
Can be motorised with set 8720. From 9 years.
From 9-13 years
For Experienced Builders

8872
LEGO TECHNIC Transroll Includes three models in one - a truck, trailer and forklift - all with a host of exciting features. From 9 years.

8839
LEGO TECHNIC Supply Ship. The wheels turn and at the same time the nozzles around the screw propellers turn and the propellers rotate. From 10 years.

8837
LEGO TECHNIC Pneumatic Excavator. The arm of the crane and grab can be raised and lowered by use of the pneumatic system. From 9 years.

New products available in May.
From II-16 years
For Advanced Builders

Flex System gives your models a lift!

The Flex System is an exciting part of several sets. Thin flexible cables control the models movements, e.g., the tilting rotor in the Thunder Rescue Helicopter. The Flex System can be used in almost any LEGO TECHNIC model you can think of.

8836 LEGO TECHNIC Propeller Plane.
Features a piston engine, propeller, spring suspension on the wheels and a cable controlled flap operated from the control stick. From 9 years.

8856 LEGO TECHNIC Thunder Rescue Helicopter. Helicopter with Flex System, which can tilt the rotating rotor blades. The wheels and the hook on the crane arm can be raised/lowered. From II years.
From 11-16 years
For Advanced Builders

Compressor & Pneumatic

8862
LEGO TECHNIC
Mechanical Excavator
with steering and 3 pneumatic cylinders that control the backhoe.
Has stabilizers and working dumper. From 12 years.

8868
LEGO TECHNIC Truck
with a compressor and pneumatic system.
Air pressure for all the pneumatic functions is automatically built up and supplied from a built-in motor and motor pump.
From 12 years.

Four pneumatic levers control the crane movements when pushed forward or backward.

LEGO Technic
From 11-16 years
For Advanced Builders

Add a new dimension to your LEGO TECHNIC models

With the programmable 9 volt Control Centre you are in command! Use its dual memories, repeat mode, pause function and a flat control pad to program almost any model. Two electric motors are included in the set. You can even add a third motor to the colour-coded control terminals if you wish.

8094 LEGO TECHNIC Control Centre. Contains a programmable control centre, detailed instruction manual, two 9V motors and numerous components to build four exciting, working models. Six 1.5 V batteries (not included in the set) power both the control centre and the electric motors. Use ordinary alkaline batteries size HP7/AA. From 11 years.

Watch the crane while its arm repeats every movement you just tell it to make.

The drawing-machine is pure magic - apparently it makes sketches by itself. But you made the original!

The robot arm can be programmed to grab a brick, lift it - and gently lower it into one of the two containers. All by itself.

A/B: Controls one motor in either direction.

MEM. I/II: Selects one of 2 memories.

GO: Press once for single repeat - and twice for endless.

N-S-E-W: Flat control pad to control the model in any direction.

PROGRAM: Press this button when ready for programming.
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